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Best board games 2020 for adults

Contrary to what you may think, there are more than enough board games for adults to sink (Battle) ship. This is not an industry dominated by Monopoly or Scrabble anymore; It's flooded with fresh ideas that will keep you playing for months. To point you in the right direction, we've been busy rounding up a few recommendations that everyone should have in
their collection. This list ranges from puzzlers to dungeon-dipping adventures, so there should be something here to suit everyone. There are also more than a few shops. Our price comparison software works around the clock to offer you the best possible deal and offers will appear below. Pop in and out to get a discount. Board games for adults - top
10Image 1 of 3 (Image credit: Avalon Hill) Figure 2 of 3 (Image credit: Avalon Hill) Figure 3 of 3 (Image credit: Avalon Games) Betrayal in a house on a hill allows you to play in your own horror film. There's no way of finding out if you're the hero of this story or one of its victims, though; there are more than 50 different scenarios on offer and you never know
what you're going to end up with. This makes it the most replayable board game on this list. In fact, we still haven't seen everything after years of exploring its creepy mansion setting. When it comes to gameplay, betrayal oessues. Players lay down room tiles randomly as they make their way through the house, and that means the board is an unknown
quantity each time. You can't be sure what awaits you on the other side of each door, either; You will trigger events and 'Omens' as you make your way through dusty halls. Stumble on enough Omens and the mission will begin, turning the house (or its allies) against everyone else. The goal is simple - to survive. Maybe the terrible beast wakes up in the
basement and longs to feast on your body. Maybe a teammate wants to sacrifice you all for some dark entities. A huge bird could blow up and take the house away, forcing you to look for a parachute. Seriously, things can get wild. That's why betrayal in a house on a hill is one of the most endurable board games for adults - it's not perfect, but it's crowded
with enough cool ideas to help smooth over any problems. When you're done with the original version, you can also shaking things with expansion or a special edition of Legacy. He adds implications for each game, creating a long-term story that is entirely your own. Read more: Betrayal in the House on the Hill reviewImage 1 of 3 (Image credit: Z-Man
Games)Image 2 of 3 (Image credit: Z-Man Games)Image 3 of 3 (Image credit: Z-Man Games)Easy to get your head around but tricky to beat, pandemic pits you against coughing and sneezing around the world (and by that I mean a terrible disease that strikes closer to home now than ever Victory depends on your team's ability to communicate, prioritize
threats, plan ahead and stay cool under pressure. Given everything that's going on at our door, fireplace is catharsis. In addition to keeping the disease under control, you must also develop a cure for each disease by collecting five cards of a certain color. Easy, right? Guess again. New infections fall on board at the end of each step, and if more than three
gather in one place, they begin to spread to neighboring cities. Worse still, the number of infections deployed rises every few turns. This can result in a domino effect of disastrous, oh-God-someone-to-something proportions. Do you focus on making the drug, or should you keep these disease levels down? This is just one of many crises that you will have to
overcome. This white-knuckle decision is where the Pandemic shines. It's not just excellent board games for adults; it's one of the best co-op experiences out there. And since you can raise the level of challenge through expansion or pandemic: Legacy (where the consequences of your actions carry from one game to another), it's one with serious longevity
as well. Read more: Why you should play ... Pandemic Board GamesImage 1 of 3 (Image credit: Big Potato Games)Image 2 of 3 (Image credit: Big Potato Games)Image 3 of 3 (Image credit: Big Potato Games)Although the store has long been dead, this party favorite is going nowhere. Fast and Straightforward Stunt: The game should be your choice for get-
togethers. And don't worry, knowing a lot about cinema is not a requirement. On a basic level, it crosses between Articulate! and charades. What you need are your wits. Things kick off with a head-to-head round, and two players are handed categories like movies with shootouts. They then turn out to shout an example. Fail to come up with an answer in 15
seconds and you lose. Which is when the real game starts; The winner draws six cards and acts, quotes, or describes three of them for his team. The remaining three cards are left to the losers, and - because everyone likes the opportunity to be bad - they will probably end up as the hardest ones. It's deliciously bad. The game's VHS theming makes things
even better. The box is set to a pollen old-school cassette case, while the cards are designed to look like tapes. Even the board itself is steeped in nostalgia; It's modeled after the Blockbuster parking lot, complete with this iconic sign. However, that doesn't mean it's stuck in the past. More than a few movies that have links are recent, and there is now an
expansion (Blockbuster returns) featuring films from the last 10 years. Read more: Blockbuster: The Game reviewImage 1 of 3 (Image credit: Cephalofair Games)Image 2 of 3 (Image credit: Cephalofair Games)Image 3 of 3 (Image credit: Cephalofair Games)If you want a deep roleplaying experience where your actions have consequences, nothing can beat
Gloomhaven. It's easily one of the best board games for adults, and it's only growing in popularity since its debut in 2017. In fact, it's now getting a sequel (Frosthaven) and had Clear effect on everything from deity: Original Sin Board Game to Bardsung.That's because it's probably the most engrossing game on this list. In Gloomhaven, players take control of
adventurers who search around the eponymous city. Along the way, they will plunder dungeons and defeat monsters in a big, branching story that can take months to complete. And seriously, we're not kidding about longevity. Gloomhaven comes in a huge box full to the brim with components and secret elements that open as your journey progresses. Even
better, it does not rely on random dice rolls to solve the fight. It's meaningful and memorable as a result. Simply? If you want a permanent RPG with no effort needed for something like Dungeons and Dragons, this is the perfect choice. There's an even cheaper option for those who would rather dive into a toe before taking the plunge - the more accessible
Gloomhaven: The Jaws of a Lion. It's the same great game on a smaller scale. Figure 1 of 3 (Image credit: Drumond Park) Figure 2 of 3 (Image credit: Drumond Park)Figure 3 of 3 (Picture credit: Drumond Park)Players: 4 - 20 + | Age: 12+ | Difficulty: Moderate | Setup time: 2 minutes | Play time: 60 minutesFast-paced and competitiveCan have 20 +
playersThroped cards includedSome will not like the pressureIf friends or family descends on your home en-masse, Articulate! is the perfect choice to keep them busy. A team-based trivia game with questions from nature, pop-culture, and beyond, it can be played with more than 20 people - or just four. What's more, it's easy to pick up. Players take turns to
describe words from the category, and their team must guess as many of them as they can within 30 seconds. This shifts your brand across the board and the first team that reaches the finish line wins. Throw in wildcard rounds where someone can answer or spaces that allow you to rush forward and you begin to understand why this adult board game has
been strong since 1992.These questions are not vague, either. Everyone has a chance to earn points for their team, no matter who they are or what interests they have. Unlike so many alternatives, you don't have to be a font of random knowledge to get ahead. It makes Articulate! perfect for parties, Christmas meetings, and everything in between. It is a
basic purchase and an excellent board game for adults. Figure 1 of 3 (Image credit: Catan Studio) Image 2 of 3 (Image credit: Catan Studio) Image 3 of 3 (Image credit: Catan Studio) Catan whisks you back to the days of settling boundaries; There's an uninhabited island to claim and cities to build on that. Your job? Civilize this wild expanse with cities,
roads and commerce. You'll need to keep your wits about you when deciding where to put your roots, though. The landscape is different every time you play and that means you have to pay close attention to where to settle down. That's because resources are driven by probabilities and dice rolls. Certain Will bring the goods more often, so everyone ends up
racing to claim the 'best' spots. Choosing wisely can or break your chances of winning - foresight and intuition is rewarded. Being able to sweet-talk your opponents is also essential. It is inevitable that you will not have all the materials you need right away, so you will need to trade with other players to advance your plans. It's a fascinating balancing ity;
Exchanging resources can help you in the short term, but it can bring your opponent one step closer to winning as well. The result is a fantastic board game for adults who prefer tactical experiences. Sure, Catan is a bit of a coincidence. But there's a lot of strategy to go along with it, not to mention the unorthodox ways to win (such as creating the biggest
army) and the tricks of thugs that you steal your opponents' subjects. And with so many versions of the game out there - including the Star Trek-themed set - there are cool alternatives to try if you get bored of the original. Figure 1 of 3 (Picture credit: Cyanide and happiness)Figure 2 of 3 (Picture credit: Cyanide and happiness)Figure 3 of 3 (Picture credit:
Cyanide and happiness)Players: 3 - 10 | Age: 18+ | Difficulty: Simple | Setting: 1 min | Playing time: 30 minutesHilariousOpportunity for bizarre storiesMany cartoons Indefinite 18 + gameFans cards against humanity, be careful: this nsfw alternative is definitely your jam. A card game for adults from the creators of cyanide and happiness, Joking Hazard is
comfortably the funniest proposition on this list. And even though it's an 18+ product with a (very) dark sense of humor, it never feels vindictive like some competition. Easy to learn and truly hilarious, this is the kind of game you play in no time. The structure is dead simple; Players must fill in the blanks with a stupid answer. Twist? You'll use drawings instead
of words. More specifically, you need to fill the randomly selected cartoon strip using the card in hand. The funniest choice wins the point. Fortunately, finding something that cracks your opponents is not difficult. Most cards have a laugh-out-loud quality for them, and they're all kinds of ridiculous. Perhaps your character will escape the awkward conversation
by flying away with the power of their fart. Or maybe they'll eat the whole other person. There are plenty of options to choose from, and that means joking Hazard won't lose his novelty over time. Just remember, this isn't a family game. It earns its mature label, and then some - play with your parents at your peril. Figure 1 of 3 (Image credit: Leder
Games)Figure 2 of 3 (Image credit: Leder Games)Figure 3 of 3 (Image credit: Leder Games)Players: 2 - 4 | Age: 10+ | Difficulty: Hard | Setting: 5 minutes | Takes: 90 minutes Of Gorgeous artworkSize a wide range of strategiesThe very theme of TheRules are astoundingIf you loved Redwall's novels while growing up, Root should definitely be on the radar. It
is an asymmetrical strategy game with bucolic forest creatures eagerly Take over the forest, and this includes everything from mouse villagers to raccoon adventurers. Combined with engaging works of art, it's a joy from the start. Just don't be bemised by these friendly suggestions. This is a layered experience with plenty of depth. As an example, all factions
come with their own mechanics and goals for victory. This makes Root the perfect tactical board game for adults. While it's a lot to make at first (the rules need some getting used to), your patience will be rewarded. The interplay between factions such as the Marquise de Cat - which aims to put off rebellion - and the bird nobility of Eyrie provides plenty to get
your teeth into. In addition, it is a game that encourages players to think creatively. It's an example of what makes modern board games so special, to be honest; while it's not for everyone, Root is the poster-child of everything this hobby is capable of. Figure 1 of 3 (Picture credit: Big Potato Games)Figure 2 of 3 (Picture credit: Big Potato Games)Figure 3 of 3
(Picture credit: Big Potato Games)Players: 4 - 8 | Age: 17+ | Difficulty: Simple | Setting: 2 minutes | Lasts: 30 minutesLegitably funnyThe perfect ice-breakerCard challenges have a lot of potentialHelpe with a timer if ever there was a board game for adults that deserved its mature reviews, it's Scrawl. A dirty-minded trip through weirder parts of your brain, it's a
joy at parties. Scrawl is best described as crosses between phone and pictionary; You get a ridiculous challenge card and must draw what it tells you, whether it's copying balls or licking people's shoes. Your bum then gets passed over without explanation to the person next to you, and they've got to write down what they think it is. After that, the player next
to them draws what is their neighbor is written, and so on. It's not necessarily going to end well. Which is good news for us - the results are hysterical. Your original image will be bent so far from the shape that it will become unrecognisable. This leads to no end of in-jokes for you and your friends, which is an excellent icebreaker. This is Scrawl in a nutshell -
funny and memorable. In fact, the game's closest relatives would card against humanity or joking Hazard; he thrives on the same dark humour. Simply? It's NSFW and absolutely brilliant. Read more: Scrawl board game reviewImage 1 of 3 (Image credit: Stonemaier Games)Image 2 of 3 (Image credit: Stonemaier Games)Image 3 of 3 (Image credit:
Stonemaier Games)Wingspan is a surprise favorite in the board games community; In addition to being the winner of the well-respected Spiel des Jahres award, it's popular enough that some cheeky sellers charged three times their list price when it came out of print. It tells you a lot about its quality. As you may have guessed from the title, Wingspan is all
about birds. In fact, your goal is to attract the greatest diversity into your preserve. Shrivelled to its basic components, it's a game about engine building - you use cards to get food and Lets find even more cards and birds. It's an addictive, satisfying loop. The whole process is fast and painless, too; is completed in breezy four turns. Still, that doesn't mean you
can't stop and smell roses. Whatever you want, by the way; The card artwork is wonderful and the game pieces (which include a birdbox cube tray) are clever. Even the boards you play on are stunning. Their washing of colors really draws the eye. That's why it's perfect as a chill-out game. The lack of direct competition and focus on attracting beautiful
wildlife turns it into a relaxing, zen-like experience. Best of restImage 1 of 3 (Picture credit: Schedule B Games)Figure 2 of 3 (Loan Picture: Schedule B Games)Figure 3 of 3 (Picture credit: Schedule B Games)Players: 2 - 4 | Difficulty: Moderate | Setup time: 5 minutes | Play time: 30 - 40 minutes | Age: 8+ fragrant puzzleCalmingAbsolutely gorgeousPotential
for BickeringAzul is a beautiful game, and the mechanics are just as charming. For those who prefer more relaxed experiences, we recommend this - it is one of the best puzzle board games for adults. Your goal is to place tiles on the board that will score you points. Indeed, a good description would be a color-based crossword puzzle. And while you will get
better results, if you manage to complete the sets, be careful; 'wasting' tiles on random formations can reduce your score. This leads to a lot of maneuvering and good-natured competition to overcome your opponents. For this reason, Azul is a more personal puzzle game than a head-to-head challenge; As well as a ticket to the ride, there's the joy of lining up
the tiles to make patterns or complete the perfect set. Basically, it's the perfect kind of game for a lazy Sunday afternoon. Since it's not too expensive, Azul is also a great gift for a loved one who adores puzzles. Figure 1 of 3 (Image credit: Mayfair Games)Image 2 of 3 (Image credit: Mayfair Games)Image 3 of 3 (Image credit: Mayfair Games)Players: 2 - 5 |
Difficulty: Moderate | Setup time: 5 minutes | Play time: 45 - 60 minutes | Age: 14 + Lots of StrategyRandom goalsUnique themeS niche conceptAlright, so cooking whisky in the Scottish kingdom may not be your first suggestion when it comes to a great table top theme. But believe us - Isle of Skye is an excellent board game for adults. This is a simple
business game, but it's far from boring. The Isle of Skye is defined by land-grabs and a journey from the king's clan chief. In addition, its rugged northern theme is a breath of fresh air. You start by adding new territory to your empire with a variety of resources, from boats and highland cows to lochs. Your target? Gather as many of a certain type as possible.
And because this particular item is randomized, each game is a little different. The way new ground tiles are distributed is where things are really interesting, though. You will earn money depending on how much whiskey you have produced and it allows you to set the price on the tiles you want If someone fancies that tile, they have to pay. And if no one's
bothering, you have to pay for it. It's a great idea, and one that quickly gets your claws into you. More board game guidesYou want more suggestions? Looking for something specific? Don't forget to check out our range of other board game guides. Whether you're hunting a beloved classic or something for your kids, we've got you covered. Want to try
roleplaying games on the other side? Don't forget the best desktop RPGs and our features on how to play D&amp;D online. Online.
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